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SILESIA'S FIRST EXPRESS KUCHNIA MARCHE RESTAURANT OPENS AT
GALERIA KATOWICKA
A diverse menu, high quality of products and affordable prices are the trademarks of Express Kuchnia Marche,
a chain of restaurants developed out of a combination of passion, imagination, experience, as well as love for
travelling and Polish cuisine. The chain’s first Silesian restaurant has just been opened at Galeria Katowicka. It
offers pay-by-weight hot buffet.

Galeria Katowicka’s new restaurant focuses on taste and quality, using fresh preservative-free and dye-free
Polish products. The menu is adjusted to seasons. Express Kuchnia Marche serves traditional Polish dishes –
starters, salads, main courses, desserts, fit food, fresh cocktails and juices, vegetarian food, as well as
Mediterranean, Greek and oriental dishes.

“Express Kuchnia Marche was born out of passion and love for travelling. When visiting our restaurants,
customers can embark on a culinary adventure across the world of Polish and other tastes,” says Ewa SkoniecznaSarniak, representative for Express Kuchnia Marche. ‘Food that’s full of life’ is our key phrase. I am sure that
anyone who tries our dishes will fall in love with them. The menu is set anew each week, with cooks having a lot
to say on what they serve on a given day,” she adds.

Express Kuchnia Marche dishes at Galeriai Katowicka are sold in the pay-by-weight system, with 100 grams
serving as the unit of measure. Thanks to this solution, each guest can come up with a meal composed of different
elements.

“Every day, the final hour brings discounted prices. Hot buffet dishes are offered at half the price. Everyone will
find their favourite tastes here,” says Ewa Skonieczna-Sarniak.

Express Kuchnia Marche unit has an area of 285.61 m2 and is located at level +2. This is the chain’s 21 location in
Poland and the first one in Silesia.

Express Kuchnia Marche expands the range of dining options available at Galeria Katowicka. The others are
A.Blikle, Apetito, BoBoQ, Burger King, Butchery & Grill, Don Pep, Grycan, Gusto Dominium, KFC, Lodomania,
McDonald’s, Mięta Malina, Mount Blanc, Pijalnia Czekolady E. Wedel, Pizza Hut, Salad Story, Sevi Oriental,
Starbucks Coffee, Subway, Sushi Do and Tchibo.
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Galeria Katowicka is a unique retail and transport center located in downtown Katowice. Its retail space of 47,000
m2 hosts over 250 units. Galeria Katowicka attracts more than a million consumers each month. Customers leave
their vehicles at a two-level underground car park with 1,200 spaces. The mall offers direct access to a railway
station and an underground public bus terminal. It has a Multikino cinema with 10 screening rooms, incl. an ultramodern “Xtreme” room equipped with Dolby Atmos sound system. Galeria Katowicka was opened on September
18, 2013.
Galeria Katowicka’s owner is Meyer Bergman, an investment management company operating in the real
property sector. On behalf of global investors, it runs three closed-end funds with assets worth a total of c. EUR
3bn. Apsys Poland manages Galeria Katowicka, overseeing daily operations and leasing.
Visit our website www.galeriakatowicka.eu

